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via a special mailbox info-2ndcall-2009@cleansky.eu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All questions regarding the topics published in this Call can be addressed to: 
 
info-call-2011-03@cleansky.eu 
 
Questions received up until 1 September 2011 will be analysed. 
 
Questions having a general value, either on procedural aspects or specific technical 
clarifications concerning the call topics, when judged worth being disseminated, will 
be published in a specific section of the web site (www.cleansky.eu), together with 
the answers provided by the topic managers. 
 
All interested applicants are suggested to consult periodically. The above mentioned 
mailbox is the only permitted channel for asking questions concerning this call. 
 
All questions and answers having a general value, either on procedural aspects or on 
specific technical clarifications concerning the call topics, when judged worth being 
disseminated, are published in this document. 
 
As stated in the call fiche, all interested parties are recommended to consult 
periodically the Clean Sky web site for updates to this document and any 
corresponding updates to the call fiche. 
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# Question / answer 

The call refers to a funding between 50 and 75%. 

Could you clarify how a value not exactly 50 or 75 can be obtained? 

1 

The single entity applying is eligible for either 50% or 75% depending on the legal status (for 
example industry or SME); in case of a consortium, both funding criteria will apply and the 
resulting funding will be an average of the two percentages, weighted by the actual 
contributions of each partner. 

Example: A topic worth 100 k€ is proposed by a consortium formed by an industrial partner, 
developing activities for 80 k€, and by an SME providing 20 k€ effort; the resulting funding will 
be 55 k€ (80 * 50% + 20 * 75%), i.e. 55% 

When applying to one topic, must the applicant fulfil all the special skills, certifications and 
equipment listed in section 2 of the topic description? If one applicant cannot fulfil all the 
requirements, can a consortium be built so that the consortium meets all the requirements? 

2 
 

Of course you can build a consortium if needed. 

With respect to usual Collaborative Research Calls, Clean Sky does not require a consortium as 
a constraint; even a single entity can apply. Of course, a consortium is also accepted.  

What is the meaning of the number of pages for the proposal document, quoted in section 
Remarks in some topics? 

3 

In some cases the ITD Topic manager has also estimated the expected size of the proposal 
document. 

This must be considered an indication only, with no value of selection criteria. The applicant 
must assure a thorough description of the capabilities and the way to fulfil the topic 
requirement, in the suitable number of pages as necessary. 

Among the six evaluation criteria there is none which specifically mentions "value for 
money" or "costs".  Is this element considered in the evaluation and if so, how? 

4 

The Call Text quotes: 
As indicated in section 4.6 of the "Rules for Participation and Rules for Submission of Proposals 
and the related Evaluation, Selection and Award Procedures", each proposal will be evaluated 
on 6 criteria. 
The Rules for Participation quote: 
The proposal will be evaluated against six pre-determined evaluation criteria: 
- C1: Technical excellence, 
- C2: Innovative character, 
- C3: Compliance with the Call for Proposals specification and timetable (relevance), 
- C4: Adequacy and quality of respondent's resources, management and implementation 
capabilities and track record, 
- C5: Appropriateness and efficient allocation of the resources to be committed 
(budget, staff, equipment), 
- C6: Contribution to European competitiveness. 
It is apparent that criterion n. 5 refers to the efficient usage of resources; so, by comparing 
two proposals, if both fulfil the topic requirements, but one at a lower total cost or with a more 
appropriate distribution of cost elements (as judged by the evaluators), it will receive a higher 
score in this criterion.  
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So, although not specifically mentioned, criterion 5 is used to evaluate the proposal from the 
point of view of "value for money". 

How should the cost of software for equipment needed during the development of the project 
be considered and are there any guidelines for the costing of such elements after the end 
of the partner contract, if they are still needed by the ITD? 

5 

Basically all items required to perform the intended activity must be identified and quoted in 
the proposal; it is assumed that any costs for renting facilities, equipment or software, will be 
declared in the proposals as eligible costs. 

After the end of the contract, is the same facilities, equipment or software become items to be 
purchased or rented by the final user (the ITD), it is advised the applicant indicates the future 
potential costs so that both the evaluators and the ITD topic manager are aware of all 
implications of a proposal, both in terms of actual direct costs and future induced costs. 

SMEs applicants are affected by the rule of the 20% Flat Rate for overheads; it used to be 
60%. Could you explain and justify the change and whether the previous value could be used 
again? 

6 

The Clean Sky Financial Regulations only allow for either 20% flat rate without justification or 
real overheads, there is nothing in between. 
This was a choice made by all the JTI' and is currently applied. 
The adoption of (simple) accounting tools to allow tracking of real indirect costs is 
encouraged. 
Does EU/CleanSky foresee audits during or after project execution?   7 

Two types of "audits" have to be considered 
1/ Certificate on the financial statements if no certificate on methodology is obtained with the 
Commission: 
It is defined in the "GAP Annex II, Section 2.4":  
At first reporting period where the total of JU contribution requested by a single beneficiary is 
above 200 000 €, a "Certificate on the financial statements" covering cost claims of considered 
reporting periods should be obtained from an independent third party and sent to the CSJU with the cost 
claim. 
Accordingly, the applicant should budget a "subcontract" for "Certificate on the financial statements" 
every time the total of the Cost Claims not already covered by the previous certificate reach 200 000 €, 
plus one certificate due at the end of the project 

2/ Ex Post Audit requested and conducted under the authority of CSJU: 
Theses audits, which will be at initiative of the CSJU or the Commission and will be executed randomly, 
will be financed by the CSJU or the Commission if executed at your premise. 
The applicant is not expected to budget any cost for it, but should keep accounting documents to support 
the Cost Claims issued during 5 years after closure of the project. 
What about the licensing costs of the tools required performing the task? How and 
where should we list them within the cost sheet? 

8 

"Investments", "Consumables", "Licensing" and "Travel" costs should be identified in  
"Others Directs Costs". 
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Treatment of subcontractors 
We are a SME and we intend to submit a project within the 10th call. Our funding percentage is equal to 
75%. In order to fulfil the requirements of the call, we would need a subcontractor to achieve some 
mechanical works. How this company will be funded? Do we have to pay them at 100 % on our budget and 
to be reimbursed at 75 % or will they be paid by Clean Sky at 100%.  9 

The first solution applies if they are treated as Subcontractor: you'll provide an invoice and you will be 
reimbursed at 75%. 
However, if you involve them as partner of your proposal, they will be funded directly by the JU at their rate 
(if they are SME, 75%). 

GRC-03-011 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be (typing?) errors. Can you please clarify? 10 

Yes, there were a few typing mistakes. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-02-033 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be (typing?) errors. Can you please clarify? 11 

Thank you for the question. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-02-035 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some errors? 12 
Yes, there were some things which we had to update or correct. We have changed the call text. Please 
download it again. 

SGO-02-036 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 13 

Yes, there were a few typing mistakes. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-02-037 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 14 
Yes, there were some things which we had to update or correct. We have changed the call text. Please 
download it again. 

SGO-03-014 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 15 

Yes, there were a few typing mistakes. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-03-015 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 16 

Yes, there were a few typing mistakes. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-03-016 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 17 

Yes, there were a few small typing mistakes. We have updated the call text. Please download it again. 

SGO-04-004 
When reading the above topic I noticed what appear to be some (typing) errors? 18 
Yes, there were a few small typing mistakes (e.g in dates). We have updated the call text. Please download 
it again. 

GRA-02-017 
When reading the above topic I got the impression that it was not correct. Does the text really describe 
correctly what is required? 19 

Thank you for this feedback.  There was a documentation error when this topic was compiled. We have 
substantially updated the call text. Please download it again. 
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GRC-03-009 / -011 
The table at the top of the GRC section refers to a topic GRC-03-009 but it is not in the EPSS selection list or 
in the call text. Is there a mistake? 20 
Yes there is.  "-009" was a typing mistake. "-011" is the correct number and the table has been updated. 
This error existed only in the small table at the top of the GRC section. The topic description and EPSS were 
correct. 

JTI-CS-2011-3-SGO-02-014 & JTI-CS-2011-3-SGO-02-037 
Both topic narratives talk of technical reports and/or prototype hardware being "delivered."  
 

1 To which location will these items be delivered? Airbus Toulouse, THALES at Chatou, SAFRAN at 
Colombes, or elsewhere?  

2 To which type of partner will these items be delivered? Technical specialist / SME / Supply Chain; Tier 1 
(like Goodrich); airframer?  

3 If items are to be delivered outside of Goodrich or its partnership, who will have access rights to the new 
Foreground IP?  

4 Is there a current technical state-of-the-art which will be the starting point of the work in each of these 
topics? If so, who own such Background IP?  

 
NOTE : all four questions apply to each of the two topics.  
 

21 1 This was intentionally not explicitly mentioned to keep the proposing member anonymous as per 
recommendations. However, this information could be relevant to estimate shipping costs of equipment. In 
this case, only a broad geographic area could be mention  
014 : Nottingham University, Nottingham, UK 
037 : Paris area 
 
2. Technical specialist / SME / Supply Chain; Tier 1 ; airframer?  
014 : University 
037 : Tier 1 
 
3. The IP rules will be specified in the Consortium Agreement or Implementation Agreement 
 
4. 014: The current state-of-the-art is described in the literature e.g. C. M. Johnson, C. Buttay, S. J. Rashid, 
F. Udrea, G. A. J. Amaratunga, P. Ireland and R. K. Malhan, "Compact Double-Side Liquid-Impingement-
Cooled Integrated Power Electronic Module", Power Semiconductor Devices and IC's, 2007. ISPSD '07. 19th 
International Symposium, pg. 53-56  
  
Background IP will be specified in the Consortium Agreement (once the amendment 1 is adopted) or in the 
Implementation Agreement. 

JTI-CS-2011-3-SGO-03-015 22 

1. The call states: ‘The Clean Sky SGO ITD will provide to the new partner the following inputs in order to 
perform the activities above: 
- A reference noise model, requiring high end computational resources to benchmark the results of the 
simplified model mock-up.’ 
Will the reference noise model be an implementation of ECAC doc 29 v.3? 
How (in what form) will this reference noise model be provided to the new partner? 
 
2. The call states: ‘The CleanSky SGO ITD will provide to the new partner the following inputs in order to 
perform the activities above: 
- Performance requirements, operational and integration constraints, in order to design the model’  
These additional requirements, operational and integration constraints can influence the workload and set 
up of the model. 
Can you tell some more about these additional requirements, operational and integration constraints? E.g. 
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what types of constraints are meant (e.g. storage capacity of data, etc.)? 
 
3. Does a complete flight trajectory need to be calculated in 20 ms or just a part of the trajectory? 
 
4. Does shall not break state-of-the-art development rules for certified avionics software’ mean that the 
software architecture and development process complies with Do-178B? 
 
5. The noise model will be used in flight management system prototype, in a real time simulation 
environment. Could you describe the type of environment and does this suggest any additional boundary 
conditions? 
 
1. The intended reference model is not an implementation of doc 29. It is a component-based model, 
implementing the physical details of the noise sources: airframe, engine and the equations of propagation. 
The reference noise model will be provided as a software package. 
 
2. The additional requirements and constraints will relate to the objective of embedding the model into an 
avionics on-board computer with limited amount of memory, processing power and to the interfacing 
requirements with a software environment performing the optimisation of aircraft trajectory. 
 
3. The 20ms constraint is applicable to the time required for the noise computation of each part of the 
trajectory where the noise is relevant (i.e. departure and approach “segments”). The 5 seconds time refers 
to the maximum allocated to find the optimum trajectory, by performing noise iterative evaluation on 
several candidate trajectories. 
 
4. The final objective is to embed the noise model inside avionics software that shall comply with DO-178. 
Therefore the development performed in response to this call shall be compatible with this objective. This 
means that the software architecture and design choices shall be compatible with the DO-178 validation 
requirements, however compliance with the DO-178 development process, including producing the 
corresponding documentation and performing the V&V activities beyond what is listed in the call 
deliverables is not required. 
 
5. The noise model will eventually be used in a real time avionics computer, however the actual integration 
is not part of the call. Hence, no additional information than performance, design rules and integration 
constraints are required. No additional boundary conditions are expected. 
 

JTI-CS-2011-3-GRA-01-040 23 

1. In 1.3a it is referred the need to develop first a basic numerical model; afterwards, as mentioned in 1.3b, 
two new refined models should be developed. The questions are: 
- What is the purpose of the basic model? Should it be obtained from the “existing FEM used for strength 
check”? Should it consider “basic” laminate models? 
- Should any calculation be performed with the basic model (probably only for the first approach to the 
development and hands-on the modeling task; first verification/validation…)? 
- The refined models are evolutions of the basic model or of the “existing FEM used for strength check” 
considering, for example, finer meshes and more accurate laminate models? In what sense should it be 
used as a reference? 
 
2. In 1.3e it is mentioned that “The developed models will be used for determining main contributions to 
interior noise in terms of modes and areas (i.e. windows, floor etc).”. The questions are: 
- What do you mean by contributions in “terms of areas”? It appears that you want to differentiate and 
assess the contributions of different structural elements and components (i.e., windows, ceil, floor, side 
parts of the fuselage) using the corresponding modal bases. Is that what you call “topology-based”? Please 
confirm. 
- If not, please further explain what you mean by a “topology-based method”; What do you mean with 
“states”? And what does it mean the abbreviation “CA” in “topology-based CA”? 
- Further clarify a) in the description of the topology based method. 
 
3. In 1.5 it is not clear who defines software package; I think it is the applicant to the call . I am considering 
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(i) ACTRAN VibroAcoustics or (ii) LMS Vitual.Lab Noise and Vibration. 
- Do you have any preference? 
- For this type of “closed” cavity vibro-acoustic problem, approach with FEM/FEM for the structural and 
acoustic media seems more suitable and straightforward. Do you see any advantage in using BEM for this 
“low” frequency case?  
1. In fact interpreting from the text some misunderstanding might be induced. 
Currently two models of the structural area being studied are available for static purposes; therefore refined 
models are effectively evolutions of existing FEM´s. One of the models, being considered as reference 
model, is metallic (mostly aluminium). This model has a nominal dynamic behaviour that might characterize 
the cavity noise en terms of intensity (dB) and frequency for specific external acoustic spectra. 
New materials and cabin architectures foresees incidence in the noise level into the cabin/cockpit through 
the modification of the vibration modes for certain predefined acoustic spectra. Relative performance of the 
architecture and materials with respect to the reference should be technically assessed as a result of the 
research being carried. 
 
2. From our experience, the transmission of acoustic energy at low frequency by a structure into a 
receptacle is dominated by relatively isolated (low overlap) modes associated to global structural response. 
For higher frequencies modal overlap is increased with structural modes being increasingly dominated by 
local effects. High order modes can be fairly complex in the case of complex structures, with apparently 
local effects coupling in non-trivial manner for different parts of the structure. Local modes and the coupling 
between them can be very sensitive to small local changes in mass and stiffness. 
 
For this reason it is suggested that the analysis of how the structure transmits acoustic energy into the 
receiving cavity is made using two complementary methods: 
Modal-based = Determination of contribution of low order structural modes to interior noise levels 
Topology-based  =  Determination of contribution of different areas of the structure to interior noise levels 
The “topology-based method” is in principal identical to what has been referred to in the literature as “Panel 
Acoustic Contribution Analysis”. It is implemented as such in various packages of commercial software. 
Instead of using the modal base, it is aimed at determining the amount of energy being radiated by each 
part of the structure, normally by considering vibration (velocity) at structural element level. The areas need 
to be defined prior to solving the model and the results are then available for post-processing. The details 
may differ for each software package. The corresponding software vendors may be able to provide 
additional information. 
For both methods the contribution of each mode or area is expressed in terms of complex pressures at a set 
of receiver locations, so that the resultant is determined by the amplitude and phase of each of the 
contributions. 
By “states” it is understood different structural configurations or variants of a given configuration. 
By “CA” it is understood Contribution Analysis. 
 
3. Both commercial packages that you mention have been widely used in the past for similar purposes as 
those detailed in the call. There is no preference a priori in using one or another, especially since both tools 
are constantly evolved and their capabilities expanded. The choice should be based on: 

1)      Capability to meet the referred program objectives 
2)      Work-flow productivity (mesh integration, model construction, solver CPU time for given 
model size and frequency step, post-processing, etc.). This will have a direct impact on cost. 
3)      Potential to be evolved into higher complexity assemblies (full aircraft modelling, integration 
with aerocoustic sources, acoustic treatments, etc.) 

 
The possibility of using BEM is not explicitly excluded. Even if it is considered that all objectives could be 
obtained using a strictly FEM/FEM approach, the use of BEM could be advantageous in relation to modelling 
of exterior point sources, and with regard to “topology-based” acoustic contribution analysis. We refer to 
the criteria stated above for selection of the modelling method. Benefits and limitations of using either 
method should be properly identified in the offer.  
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JTI-CS-2011-3-GRA-02-017 
Is there any additional requirement concerning the construction material to be used in the WTT models? In 
order to minimize weight and hence supporting tooling and complexity in the Wind Tunnel arrangement, 
could it be possible to use lightweight materials such as polymer/plastic based? It must be said that 
mechanical similarity in terms of vibration behaviour will be assessed if a lightweight material is used. 24 
There is no specific requirement concerning the wind tunnel test models material. 
Nevertheless, the applicant has to assure that  the model will be able to sustain wind tunnel test 
aerodynamics loads and that there will not be vibration or deformation that could affect aeroacustics wind 
tunnel test measurement quality. 
 
JTI-CS-2011-3-SGO-02-033 
1. Could you please give us more specific design of open-box, i.e. materials used, design, etc. 
2. The topic should be solved in general or for some specific product? 
3. Only some parts or the whole "open-box" will be coated? 

25 

1. No technical details regarding the power electronics can be disseminated for confidential reasons. The 
selected partner will have more visibility after signature of an NDA with the proposing SGO member. All we 
can say at this step is that the power electronics (PE) will be designed for aircraft application and will be 
integrated in a non pressurized area. Since the space allocated envelop is restrictive, the PE design will be 
optimized by SGO member accordingly. 
2. The topic should be both a generic concept and a specific implementation – inverter hardware would be 
provided by SGO member to implement the most innovative coating concept developed by the partner. 
3. See answer of Q1. 
 
JTI-CS-2011-3-SFWA-02-022 
Remark:  OAD stands for ‘Overall Aircraft Design' 

26 

Wing Panels 
1. Could Topic Manager provide a specification for the preferred Kulite type – this will be a significant item 

affecting both costs and lead times; 
2. Does Dassault Aviation hold any stock of existing Kulites suitable for this application? Would Topic 

Manager consider free issuing the Kulites to the model provider to reduce model costs? 
3. For the removable trailing edges, what proportion of the wing chord and span will be removable? 
4. Is any further guidance available for the positioning of the Kulites in the wing panel? We would like an 

estimate of the number of spanwise stations per panel and the number of Kulites in the first 20% chord 
– this may necessitate a removable leading edge to facilitate installation of Kulites. 

5. How many Kulites are to be installed in the removable wing tip or winglet? 
6. How many Kulites are to be installed in the removable trailing edge pieces? 
7. What proportion of the wing surface will be painted with TSP (spanwise and chordwise locations would 

be helpful)? 
8. Is the cost for painting/finishing/inspection of TSP painted surfaces expected to be included in the 

bidder's response, or will this be funded outside of this Call? 
9. For the TSP wing panels, is the metallic airswept surface machined undersize to allow for the paint 

thickness? 
Fuselage 
10. Is a clean fuselage (body alone/wings-off) configuration required? 
11. Is a pylons/nacelles off configuration required? 
12. Is an empennage-off configuration required? 
13. Is there any instrumentation in the fuselage?. 
Nacelles 
14. Are nacelles single- or double-bodied configuration? 
15. Is there any instrumentation in the nacelles? If so, please identify this. 
Empennage and Motorisation 
16. Is there likely to be a VTPs-off configuration? 
17. Does the model provider need to include costs for developing a motorisation system, controller and 
acquisition system as a part of the Call, or can this be assumed to exist at the test facility? 
General Query 
18. Can we assume that the test facility is ETW? 
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1. Thin line surface mount Kulites are preferred 
2. No Kulites are available in Topic Manager for this use 
3. 35% at the maximum 
4. Recent studies on shape tolerances on our side show that it will be more reasonable to reduce the 
number of kulites at about 40 per wing to provide only buffet onset prediction. The Kulites will be located 
after 30% chord.   
 
One shall therefore consider that wings (one side per type of wing only) will be equipped with pressure 
probes where they don’t trigger transition (there will be a limitation in chord location in regards of the 
leading-edge). The psi probe hole diameter at the skin to consider is 200µm.  
 
The number of psi is about 100 per wing.  
5. Zero 
6. One shall consider 5 Kulites/ part (on the upper part of the wing) 
7. One entire wing (upper and lower panel). The one side with no instrumentation.  
8. No, these are parts of Wind Tunnel costs 
9. No, the TSP will be paint on the clean wing 
10. No 
11. No 
12. Yes 
13. 1 reference Kulite on the front fuselage. There is also 3 static pressure probes to be installed inside the 
fuselage  
14. The nacelles are to be considered as simple Through Flow cylindrical nacelles. The aerodynamic shape is 
limited to outer shape and air-intake leading edge shape 
15. There are usually 4 static pressure probes and one total pressure probe to identify the mass-flow inside 
the nacelle. Only one side is to be instrumented.  
16. No 
17. A simple motorization system is needed in the model and the development of the system is part of the 
call. The movement of the HTP is to be considered wind-off and only discrete position are needed (minimum 
3)  
18. Yes  
 
JTI-CS-2011-3-SGO-02-036 
So, Partner will have to: 
1. "perform or specify/follow acoustic test on laboratory samples of the proposed solution": with or 
without grazing flow ? 
2. "Propose only solutions that can be integrated in an industrial process with small radius of curvature": 
more precisely, what size? 
3. "Produce 2 prototypes applied to an electrical fan and a jet pump": These prototypes (SDOF and 
DDOF?) will be mounted on to an electrical fan and a jet pump supplied by SGO member before 
acoustic tests? 
4. "Test in representative conditions (pressure, temperature, mass flow) will be carried out by the CFP 
partner": With mass flow and pressure supplied directly by electrical fan and jet pump? or we 
need to supply pressure, temperature and mass flow by an upstream duct linked to electrical 
fan,  jet pump and passive prototypes? 

27 

1. Tests will be performed with grazing flow unless partner has significant knowledge of grazing flow effect 
on the proposed solution or similar treatment. 
2. The target diameter of treated part is 150 mm 
3. The noise source will be supplied by the SGO member to perform the acoustic tests. The required mass 
flow is supplied directly by the electrical fan. However, the jet pump test requires independent high pressure 
and mass flow supply. In case the CFP partner is not able to perform this kind of test, the SGO member 
may supply the test facility. 
4. See our previous answer. 
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JTI-CS-2011-3-GRC-03-011 
1. What is the geographical location of the "Copper Bird" facility referred to on page 1?  
2. "Energy Storage Technology" is referred to throughout the narrative. Which organisation currently holds 
the Background IP on this technology? Or, will the CfP participants be expected to provide their own 
Background IP on current state-of-the-art batteries?  
3. In Section 5 Remarks, some "common compatible approaches" are referred to. A successful proposal may 
need to refer to Background IP on such approaches. Are there organisations that currently hold this type of 
Background IP? Or will the participants in this proposal be expected to only take cognisance of their own 
collective Background IP with respect to this requirement?  
 

28 

1. The suburb of Paris, France 
2. There is no Background IP assumed as necessary for this technology development. The principal call 

organisation has raised and published the key system concept that enables the technology application. 
Applicants will be expected to apply state of the art capability and techniques, if necessary within its own 
Background IP and may develop foreground IP to support the program. IP protection agreement 
mechanisms will be discussed in negotiation as required. In clarification the call is intended to refer to 
generic storage interface capability. Battery technology was used to illustrate and define the 
performance aspects as demonstration targets, but is not the only storage technology intended.  

3.  As mentioned, this CfP is part of a series of technologies addressing energy recovery techniques. There 
is no background IP available at this stage other than the system concept expressed in the call which is 
intended to be developed into a common compatible approach. Flexibility is required to adapt the 
solution proposed to make it match with other common compatible approaches.  

    In Clarification the intention is that this call will develop a core component enabling energy storage 
techniques and power interface management. This is intended as a common resource for multiple 
energy storage, sources, and consumer systems. The GRC3 program is developing components 
demonstrating energy source and consumer technologies under other CfP programs which the 
components of this call may help integrate.  Information on these will be exchanged with the applicant 
when available and may be subject to specific IP protection mechanisms where necessary. 

JTI-CS-2011-3-ECO-01-039 
Q1: The Mg alloy will be supplied by the customer? The samples will be treated mechanically, chemically or 
the other way? Is there any specification for the pre-treatment?  
Q2: What exactly means the old fashioned chromate chemical treatments?  
Q3: Which primer and coating will be used?  
Q4: Which oil is used for preparation of oiled specimens?  
Q5: Could you please clarify what does it mean "selected test articles" in D4 description?  
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A1: The topic manager will supply to the selected partner/partners cast specimens in one of the used alloys 
EV31A (AMS4429) or WE43 (AMS4427) with machined surfaced, and some with selectively protected and 
coated surfaces (commercially available permanent resin for helicopter transmission) 
This treatment shall have the following characteristics. 
- Be suitable to be applied by immersion on the whole component or by brush or fill and drain in limited 
areas, considering that the remaining of the part is already protected by an previous inorganic treatment 
which is not part of this project (possibly micro arc) and a subsequent organic resin sealing. The sought 
treatment will then be applied typically on a newly finish-machined metallic surfaces 
- Be suitable of being applied without the need of acid etching process steps or electrolytic cleaning steps, 
whereas alkaline cleaning is considered an acceptable preparation step 
- Leave a thin conversion coating suitable to facilitate the adhesion of sealing resins and primers 
A2: chem. treatments actually in use, namely processes AMS-M-3171 or DTD911 (e.g. Cr-Mn / Dow7 / Dow 
19) 
A3: Resin coating and primer application after the new treatment shall be provided by the Partner using 
commercial materials indicated by the topic manager.  
A4: typical turbine (transmission) oils per MIL-PRF-23699 / DOD-PRF-85734 / MIL-PRF-7808 
A5: All tested Coupons 

 


